Applicability of Lung Equivalent Phantom Using the Cork with Absorbed Water in Radiotherapeutic Dosimetry
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Abstract

The radiation dosimetry in medical practice requires special phantom to simulate the organs and tissues of a human body. To achieve the same elemental composition as that of the human lung by weight percent, we constructed lung equivalent phantom (LEP) using cork with absorbed water in order for it to uniformly absorb the water. Then, we presented the physical properties and dosimetric characteristics of other commercial phantoms and the LEP. We found that the physical properties and dosimetric characteristics of the LEP were approximately the same as those of human lung tissue. LEP constitutes a new dosimetry tool because it can provide the dose distributions and point doses similar to those for the body with respiratory motion of lung.
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1. Introduction

The application of radiotherapy in medical practice as dosimetry requires special phantom to simulate the organs and tissues of a human body. This phantom includes some dosimetry phantoms and test objects, and use commissioning of treatment planning system and dose distribution verification processes [1] [2] [3]. With regard to elemental composition, some commercial lung phantoms consist of 60 to approximately 75 wt.% carbon, approximately 10 wt.% hydrogen and approximately 20 wt.% oxygen [4]. In contrast, healthy adult lung (ICRU44) tissue consists of approximately 10 wt.% carbon, approximately 10 wt.% hydro-
gen and approximately 75 wt.% oxygen [5]. The physical properties of commercial lung phantoms are expected to differ from those of human lung tissue. Elemental composition is an important parameter for determining cross-sections for dosimetry calculations. Some researchers have used cork with a density of approximately 0.2 - 0.4 g/cm³ to represent normal lung tissue [6]. Cork consists of 45% suberin, 27% lignin, 12% polysaccharides, 10% extractives and 5% ash; hence, its elemental composition is approximately 60 wt.% carbon, approximately 8 wt.% hydrogen and approximately 35 wt.% oxygen [7] [8]. The percentage of the carbon content in cork is markedly different from that in the lung (ICRU44) tissue. Chang et al. [4] concluded that the physical properties and dosimetric characteristics of the elemental composition of cork are very similar to those of the lung (ICRU44) tissue. However, the cork samples they used varied in their cross-sections because of varying elemental compositions. Furthermore, Aarup et al. have found that, when a density change occurs, the difference in the dose to the target between the Monte Carlo (MC) and TPS algorithm depends systematically on the density of the surrounding lung [9]. On other hands, Gafchromic film (International Specialty Products, Wayne, NJ) are widely used in radiotherapy fields. Paelinck et al. [10] were concluded that Gafchromic film measurements are reliable methods to establish the dose in and around lung tissue. Gafchromicfilm have good accuracy in inhomogeneity region dosimetry. The present study aims to develop a lung equivalent phantom (LEP) by soaking cork in plain water so that it absorbs water uniformly. We presented the physical properties and dosimetric characteristics using Gafchromic film of this LEP. Also, we vary the density by varying the amount of absorbed water in ground cork plate. By irradiating the phantom, which simulated a tumor with respiratory motion, we investigate the dose distribution difference between conventional phantom and water-containing phantoms.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Preparation Lung Equivalent Phantom

We used natural cork to develop the LEP. The density of natural cork can vary widely depending primarily on its age (virgin or reproduction) and treatment (natural or boiled) [6]. The factors that affect cork density have been widely discussed. Because the density of cell wall materials is believed to be relatively constant, the global density variations must be related to the cell heights and cell wall thicknesses as well as to the degree of expansion of the cell walls and cell layers [7] [8]. This characteristic is very important for the absorption of plain water. The cell walls can be made from a water-absorptive material, and the cell polygons can be spaced to store the water if special chemicals are added during the cork-manufacturing process. We soaked the cork in plain water for it to uniformly absorb the water. We were careful to ensure a uniform distribution of water in the cork and evaporation of the absorbed plain water from the cork. Since there were individual differences of Corks, the manufactured recipe of wa-
ter treated cork was varied by its set. Time and temperature of soaking the cork were 6 - 8 hours and 25°C. For that reason, uniformity of physical density was confirmed every half hour using computed tomography (CT) numbers for five regions: the centre and four corners of a slab of cork size 20.0 × 20.0 × 1.0 cm³. Also, 30 micrometers of water non-transmission sheets were used to prevent evaporation of the water. The LEP was manufactured five sets. The elemental composition of natural cork and LEP were measured by an elemental analyser (CHN-O mode). In addition, physical density, electron density, electron concentration and effective atomic number were calculated on the basis of the wt.% of some substitutes [lung (ICRU44) tissue, natural cork and an RMI455 commercial lung phantom (Gammex RMI, Middleton WI)] and our water treated cork. The elemental composition of RMI455 phantom was provided by manufacturer. The mass-attenuation coefficient was calculated on the basis of the wt.% of each element and data from the NIST XCOM database [11]. The mass stopping power of the mixture was obtained from NIST ESTAR [12].

2.2. Dosimetry Using Various Density Lung Equivalent Phantoms

The LEP with different densities regulated the absorb quantity of the water in the cork to mimic a breathing-related density change were irradiated. The density of the water treated cork was set to 0.3 g/cm³ in the case without density change and to 0.22 - 0.40 g/cm³ in the case with breathing-related density change. The presence probability related to the density change was calculated from the equation that Hurkmans et al. [6] had used and allocated to a LEP of different density to comply with the breathing-related density change. In addition, we placed a 4.0 cm diameter PMMA ball, which simulated a tumor at a depth of 10 cm from the phantom surface. A Gafchromic film was placed in the centre of the surface and irradiated by X-rays of 6 MV and 10 MV to acquire a dose distribution. The difference between using LEP without density change and one with a breathing-related density change was assessed by considering the dose difference \(DD\).

3. Results

Table 1 shows the physical properties and elemental compositions of the lung (ICRU44) tissue, natural cork, the RMI455 phantom and the LEP. Although the natural cork and RMI455 phantom both contained approximately 55 wt.% carbon, the lung (ICRU44) tissue contained approximately 10 wt.% carbon. The LEP had approximately the same composition as that of the lung (ICRU44) tissue, having considerably less carbon compared to natural cork and the commercial phantom. On the other hand, the LEP contained 56.8 wt.% ± 5.3 wt.% oxygen as average result of having make five identical water treated cork sets, and made measurement of each set. The physical properties were also the same as those of the lung (ICRU44) tissue. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the mass-attenuation coefficient ratio and the mass stopping power, obtained by the explained
Table 1. The physical properties and elemental compositions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lung tissue substitute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lung (ICRU 44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical density (g/cm³)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_e$ (electrons/g)</td>
<td>$3.32 \times 10^{23}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_e$ (electrons/cm³)</td>
<td>$8.62 \times 10^{22}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective atomic number</td>
<td>7.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT number</td>
<td>$-950$ to $-750$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>Na</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Cl</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Ash.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wt.%</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Symbol * is indicated the Standard deviation as a result of having manufactured it five times repeatedly.

Figure 1. Mass-attenuation coefficients ratio of natural cork, RMI455 phantom and LEP. The value for each substitute is plotted as a ratio to the value for lung (ICRU44) tissue.
changes in the absorbed dose in the radiotherapy energy range. The mass-attenuation coefficient of the RMI455 phantom was approximately 1.6 in the 0.001 - 0.01 MeV energy range and approximately 1.5 in the energy range above 0.1 MeV. In contrast, the mass-attenuation coefficients of natural cork and the LEP were < 1.0 in the 0.001 - 0.01 MeV energy range for both substitutes. The mass-attenuation coefficient was constant at approximately 1.2 for natural cork and approximately 1.1 for the LEP at energies above 0.1 MeV. The mass stopping power was calculated on the basis of the energy loss of electrons in the radiotherapeutic energy range. The collision-stopping powers of natural cork and the RMI455 phantom were up to 1.8% and 1.7% different from that of the lung (ICRU44) tissue, respectively. Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) shows a comparison of the dose distributions measured by a Gafchromic film for 6 MV and 10 MV, respectively. The dose distributions for both energies showed that the LEP reproduced a breathing-related density change, which was different from without density change. Also, $DD$ was within 5% different inside 80% of the geometrical beam. However, in points on and off the central axis, in the build-up and penumbra region, differences of up to 15.6% were observed in $DD$.

4. Discussion

In the present study, we developed a LEP using a cork with absorbed water. We presented the physical properties (elemental composition, physical density, electron density and effective atomic number) with the elemental analyser and
dosimetric characteristics of the LEP with Gafchromic film. Because the LEP absorbed large amounts of plain water, the weight percent of carbon was relatively low. In contrast, the weight percent of oxygen was relatively high. Therefore, the LEP was similar to the lung (ICRU44) tissue in terms of elemental composition and effective atomic number. Dose verification with high accuracy using CT images was performed using our LEP as a human lung-equivalent substitute. In addition, the mass-attenuation coefficient of the RMI455 phantom was considerably different from that of the lung (ICRU44) tissue. This is attributed to the mass-attenuation coefficient of magnesium affecting the whole substitute in the 0.001 - 0.01 MeV energy range. Natural cork and the RMI455 phantom differed widely from the lung (ICRU44) tissue at energies above 0.1 MeV. LEP can be used as a novel human lung-equivalent substitute in radiotherapeutic dosimetry, because natural cork and RMI455 phantom are different widely from the lung (ICRU44) tissue. The density range of the LEP was set to 0.22 - 0.44 g/cm³, i.e. like the lung (ICRU44) tissue. We expended much time and effort for adjustment of the LEP density on present study. It is an important to provide a means for producing a LEP in a short time period. Respiratory motion is known to affect the physical density of the lung, and thus, the calculated dose in the CT image-based treatment plan [13] [14] [15]. We performed to measure only 1 field irradiation, but radiotherapy with multiple field is provided by much lung cancer patient. Radiotherapy with multiple field with the breathing-related density change is thought to increase the impact to cause to dose distribution. Therefore, treatment planning and radiotherapeutic dosimetry, including the physical density change by respiratory motion, can be determined using LEP of various densities. Because our LEP can be adjusted to different

Figure 3. Comparison of the dose distributions measured by a Gafchromic film for 6 MV and 10 MV, respectively. Dose distributions in the LEP with breathing-related density compared to that without density change. The isodose curves show the range from 30% to 90% at intervals of 20%. Center circle were indicated the location of virtual tumor.
densities by the absorption of various amounts of water by the cork, it may be useful in treatment planning and radiotherapeutic dosimetry involving the lung. Although we have not considered the displacement of the tumor due to lung volume change, our water treated cork reproduces the density change, which will allow more accurate dose measurements.

5. Conclusion

The present study aimed to develop a LEP by cork with absorbed water so that it uniformly absorbs the water. We presented the physical properties and dosimetric characteristics of this LEP. The physical properties of the LEP indicated that it can be used as a novel human lung-equivalent substitute in treatment planning and radiotherapeutic dosimetry.
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